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Figure 1: An example of a “performative texts” that shows how words visually and spatially perform as material compositions,
and how as material compositions they inform verbal readings aloud

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

This essay performs a speculative ethics in designing with a researcher’s own bodily fuids. This is through the creation of “performative texts”, which are autoethnographic accounts of past experiences in which written words perform through visual and spatial
compositions alongside verbal readings aloud. I present three performative texts about moments of discomfort in designing with
milk from my own breastfeeding relationship. They are to refect
upon felt experiences of potential harm and to understand social
and material relations of care. From these I ofer three possibilities
for how HCI might consider the ethics of frst-person research in
attending to more-than-human entanglements: unsafe spaces, situated escapes, and censored inclusion. These possibilities and the
approach of performative texts contribute to research for more sustainable futures by exploring the decentering of humans through
an intimate engagement with the self.

• Human-centered computing → Interaction design theory,
concepts and paradigms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In this essay, I present how I engage with my ethical position in
designing with human bodily fuids, and more specifcally, with our
milk from my own breastfeeding relationship. This is through the
creation of “performative texts” that revisit moments of discomfort
to unpack how I navigated potential harm, and how I speculate
about ethical possibilities in designing with a person’s own bodily
fuids. This research is of importance for HCI within the intersection of human bodily fuids as a design material [13, 31, 41, 66, 70],
attending to more-than-human entanglements [42, 44, 47, 69, 72],
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and navigating the ethics of frst-person research [15]. This intersection matters within aims to decenter the human through an
intimate engagement with the self for more sustainable and just
futures [10, 24, 49].
HCI research is expected to follow procedural ethics that are
based upon institutional guidelines and formal approval processes
[1]. These procedures operate with the intention to avoid the harm
of research subjects, and in particular, people and communities
that are considered vulnerable populations. Yet the standardization
and universilization of best ethical practices by governing norms
and moral principles can limit and prohibit qualitative research
[9, 12]. For example, this includes the classifying of all children
as vulnerable that contributes to a research gap on children and
conficting guidelines among overlapping research domains that
restricts collaboration [53]. Furthermore, within an entangled research ecology as characterized by fourth wave HCI [27], it can be
difcult to locate the responsibility and accountability of potential
or actual harm.
In response, recent research has refected upon how ethics in
HCI is inseparable from design and might be reconsidered as situated and fuid [28]. This includes accounting for “in the moment”
decisions in socially-oriented research [40], considering how design
shapes particular bodily movements and experiences in situ [23],
an articulation of purposeful vulnerability as necessary within a
design process [60], and illustrating transformations of people over
time [65]. Markham proposes attending to “methods as ethics” in
recognition that research “involves multiple moments, decisions,
actions, and operations that can result in outcomes that have potential harm for people” [53]. This involves more closely regarding the
particular choices that a researcher makes, and doesn’t make, as
the place where ethics happens. These decisions inform subsequent
actions taken as methods, and although often seemingly mundane
and even perhaps trivial, have consequences small and large. These
approaches are not advocating against procedural ethics altogether,
but rather opening for discussion regarding how ethics takes form
within everyday research decisions and design activities. In the
case of designing with human bodily fuids, and in particular a researcher’s own bodily fuids, the contextual and intimate relations
that inform particular choices are essential to consider amid a lack
of procedural guidance, acceptance, and adaptability.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: I frst position my research situation by describing an autobiographical design
project on breastfeeding that includes material engagements with
human and cow’s milk. The human milk can notably be considered
my own as a cis-gender lactating parent, although throughout the
paper I refer to it as “ours” in regards to my partner (he/him) and
child (she/her). I next ground my understanding of ethics as relational within a feminist ethics of care, and illustrate the associated
procedural ethical challenges and their shortcomings. From this, I
describe my process of creating and rehearsing “performative texts”
(e.g. see Figure 1), which are frst-person hand-written accounts
of past experiences in which the words themselves also perform
through visual and spatial compositions. The verbal and material
performances recreate situations within a politics of making the
everyday visible and as ongoing invitations in understanding sociomaterial relations of care. I then present three performative texts
about past moments of discomfort that I consider critical to my
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research ethics of designing with bodily fuids. Within each, I motivate a revisiting of the moment, and refect upon felt experiences
of potential or actual harm, and performances of care in research
decisions. To conclude, I discuss a speculative ethics of designing
with bodily fuids that opens for a consideration of unsafe spaces,
situated escapes, and censored inclusion.

2

MY DESIGNING WITH BODILY FLUIDS

While my research has also investigated my own urinary routines
[36] and how human bodily fuids more broadly contribute to multispecies fourishing [39], the following focuses on a particular project
in relation to my breastfeeding experiences.

2.1

Project Overview

In early 2020 at around ten months postpartum, I began designing
within my breastfeeding relationship. This has included three design explorations: knitting bras for lopsided breasts, transforming
milk into fddling necklaces, and site-writing around breastfeeding. The frst is the knitting of bras to account for a lopsidedness
in breasts as they shift in size during lactation. The second is the
making of necklaces for my child to fddle with while breastfeeding
instead of fddling with the other nipple. I desire to make them out
of our solidifed and preserved human milk so that by taking away
a breast, I can give something from the breast in return. The third
is a poem of places we do and don’t breastfeed, and an associated
series of short texts that illustrate how these physical locations
support its presence or absence. The frst two explorations were
not initially intended to be research, and instead were grounded
within genuine sense-making eforts of my breastfeeding experiences. As a white, able-bodied, cis-gender woman from the United
States and who resides in Sweden in a heteronormative relationship,
I am privileged by social, economic, and cultural structures that
have contributed to my breastfeeding experiences being supported,
possible, and desirable. These privileges also contribute to the possibility of designing for and writing about breastfeeding. The third
exploration was also personally motivated, but from the beginning
was understood by myself as research as it was subsequent to the
other two being “brought in” and was inspired by an academic
course that I was taking at the time.
These three explorations can be understood as research-throughdesign [30], which is based upon a generative making and design
examples as forms of knowledge production. More specifcally, they
are autobiographical designs [56] of which I am both the designer
and user of the artifacts being studied, and from which there is an
intimate access to lived experience and emotional narratives [17].
Although none of the explorations directly involve technology, as
positioned in previous publications [37, 68], they contribute to the
feld of interaction design regarding a designing with more-thanhuman materials and also hope to provide alternative narratives in
the design of breastfeeding technology.
In Figure 2, an overview of what my design process looks like can
be seen. Figure 2a shows me setting up my breast pump equipment
in an ofce makerspace prior to securing a private space to express
milk for my child to consume. As explained in previous publications
[e.g. 68], milk has never been expressed for research, yet rather
used by research upon no longer being consumable by my child.
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Figure 2: This is an overview of what my process of engaging and designing with our milk looks like and includes: expressing
milk (a), material experiments with human and cow’s milk (b, c, and d), and research exhibitions
Thus, it has been expressed at work to be brought home. Figure 2b
is of myself and my child making beads for fddling necklaces out of
cow’s milk at home by following recipes in kids’ STEM experiments
[e.g. 63]. Figure 2c is a photo of an expired bottle of our milk being
measured before being mixed with “breastmilk preserving powder”
bought from the online craft website Etsy [54]. Figure 2d shows the
making of beads in my kitchen by mixing our solidifed milk with
resin in silicon molds that were store-bought and home-made by
casting cow’s milk beads. Figure 2e is from a small team exhibition
at work in which I displayed various material experiments alongside
design mood boards.

2.2

Research Ethics

I understand research ethics to be relational within a desire to avoid
doing harm. Relational ethics is a concept for research practice that
emphasizes mutual care in research as an ongoing process and understands knowledge as constructed within situated and relational
practices of diference [21, 33, 58]. It contrasts from procedural
ethics that are grounded within universal principles and moral
authority that often guide formal ethical guidelines and approval
processes. As frst described by Gilligan [32], morality is situated
within conficting responsibilities rather than competing rights, and
thus requires a relational and contextual mode of thinking. This
conception grounds ethics within activities of care that include
everyday judgements and maintenance for the well-being of humans [67] and nonhumans [61]. This relational approach to ethics is
particularly important in acknowledging bodily, afective, and aesthetic ways of knowing as legitimate and essential in contributing
to social justice and change [19].
In this paper, I focus on research ethics of 1) breastfeeding research about myself that broadly includes all three explorations,
and 2) specifcally designing with our human milk in the making
of fddling necklaces. The frst is grounded within conversations
regarding the ethics of research focused on the self, such as autobiographical design. Neustaedter et al. [55] emphasize how designing
and researching at home can cause potential harm to loved ones
and everyday routines. Desjardins and Ball [15] highlight various
ways that researches have navigated a lack of formalized standards.

This includes open and ongoing discussions with family members
[e.g. 55], receiving consent from those who can [e.g. 38], using
pseudonyms or pronouns to preserve anonymity [e.g. 35], and obscuring visual images to protect identity. In broadly researching my
own breastfeeding experiences, I have followed these recommendations through frequent and active discussions with my partner (who
is also my child’s father and co-caretaker), which includes consent
from myself and from him regarding how we individually and as a
family feel about my research. Since our child is not currently able
to give consent, a well-known shortcoming of procedural ethics,
this also includes speculating on how she (and him and I) might
feel in the future about my sharing. Our discussions take place
throughout design work and prior to research dissemination that
includes submitting publications and giving academic talks. In formal dissemination channels, such as publications, I also obscure his
and her faces and names.
The second is grounded in researching with human bodily fuids. The Swedish Ethical Review Authority [2] requires formal
approval of research performed on biological material from a living
human if it can be traced back to that human being. This implies
that the material will be stored (banked) in a research setting and
analyzed to produce data about a human body. It also does not acknowledge a situation in which the point of the biological material
being researched is that it is traceable to the researcher, such as in
frst-person methods, or that the data produced might be the felt
experience of it as a design material. Furthermore, approval must
be obtained before research begins. This is particularly difcult relative to the uncertainties of breastfeeding [11] and parenting [16],
whereby it can be difcult to know and plan in advance what might
be genuinely needed now in caring for loved ones. These guidelines
can be seen to prioritize bodily fuids in scientifc knowledge production as merely data about human bodies, rather than accounting
for a diversity of lived realities and agencies that warrant such data
meaningful [62]. This is perhaps an important distinction between
mainstream and feminist bioethics in which abstract principles of
the former “seem far removed from the material and often mundane
context in which biomedical encounters take place” [64].
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3

PERFORMATIVE TEXTS OF CRITICAL
MOMENTS

Performance as a method in qualitative research and artistic practice is part of a long history of inviting others to experience an
experience [48]. This performative turn can be described as “in
response to bodiless voices [...] and voiceless bodies who have not
always been allowed to speak” [20] as marginalized people and
among absent topics. In autoethnography, this often takes form as
frst-person textual accounts of an experience that are read, and
reread aloud to recreate a situation in a way that can be truthful,
evocative, and therapeutic for oneself and others in sharing [14].
Examples of performing autoethnography included The Vagina
Monologues [22] and Alexander’s on racism and classism [6].
Performance is similarly seen in histories of autotheory as “modes
of working that integrate the personal and the conceptual, the theoretical and the autobiographical, the creative and the critical, in
ways attuned to interdisciplinary, feminist histories” [25] of disclosing lived experiences in advocating the personal as political
[e.g. 4, 43, 50]. As expressed by Ellis [20], performance is less about
the accuracy of remembering an experience, and more about the
emotions that come from reading as rehearsing a dialogue. In this
way, the text itself can be a part of composing a performance for
oneself and in inviting a nuanced and lively engagement from others beyond traditional forms of research dissemination [14]. My
approach difers from related practices of performative texts and
writing [51, 59] through drawing attention away from only the
words as language in making these experiences “real” [8], and towards words as a discursive material in understanding relations
among bodies of text and bodies of fuids.
The particular process I follow is inspired by an exercise during a PhD course I took in mid 2021. The course was Autoethnographic methods: Building ethnographic refexivity through creative
arts-based practice [29], which was led by Lisbeth Frølunde from
Roskilde University as the course responsible. It was grounded
within ethic of care, interpretive sociology, and anthropology; and
it introduced a mix of group and self-guided activities to cultivate researcher refexivity. In particular, these activities drew upon
arts-based approaches, such as experimental writing, verbal performances, and video collages. One of the activities was the writing
and performing about moments of discomfort or potential harm in
research, during which the frst text was created.
The process is as follows. First, I hand-write in my sketchbook
about a moment of discomfort and potential harm in relation to
designing within my breastfeeding relationship and/or with our
milk. This is inspired by the notion of critical junctures [52]. The
writing time is limited to 30 minutes to keep it at the level of a
“moment” as a brief and exact period of time. I then “perform” the
text by reading it aloud twice. The writing of the texts by hand, as
opposed to on the computer, is to slow down the writing and allow
for the text to also “perform” on the paper. For example, this can
include writing words horizontally and vertically, turned at diferent
angles or with varying spaces in-between, and even physically
manipulating the paper itself to play with text composition. The
reading of the texts aloud is to experience how it feels to intonate
and animate the moment. Two readings create an opportunity to
either remake or fnd new meanings through re-performing [20].
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The frst moment was performed to two classmates in the aforementioned PhD course, and all subsequent moments were read
aloud only to myself. This switch to self-performing was because I
do not want to commit to sharing my experiences of discomfort to
an audience, which might inhibit which moments I choose to revisit.
This decision aligns with not approaching the exercise as about explaining or justifying particular decisions as research “data” to other
people, but instead as a process-based activity to more deeply think
with the critical moments encountered and the potential relational
impacts of the decisions I make. As such, the readings aloud are
not recorded. Following the two self-performances during which I
pay close attention to how it feels to read them aloud, I highlight
key words and phrases that are then used to performatively write
broader refections. This includes asking myself questions such as:
Why did I choose to revisit this moment? What discomfort was felt
and why was it critical? How did it feel to read it aloud, and read
it aloud again? What role did the text play in the writing, reading,
and performing of this moment? What side-efects, impacts, or new
relations should I think about?

3.1

A First Performative Text

The frst performative text revisits a time when I used a chemical
agent purchased online to preserve and solidify our milk at home.
The frst page in Figure 3a begins by describing the scene, which
includes me at home without him and her. I am in the kitchen alone
together with a bottle of our breastmilk that has been accumulated
and is no longer consumable, and with packets of preservation
powder that are labeled as “magic powder”. I indicate that I’ve done
this once before and I am increasing the scale of the experiment
by using multiple packets at once. At the bottom of the frst page
I list the required items. On the second page in Figure 3b I list
the instructions with my thoughts annotated in parentheses. In
the middle of that page, my thoughts are spatially distributed and
alongside the inner margin I indicate the action (stirring) that I
am doing. The instructions are interrupted by a description of
actions and thoughts at the end of second page and beginning of
the third page in Figure 3c. The text ends with the fnal step of
the instructions, which is the intended results as described on the
actual paper instructions from the supplier that “turn it into a very
fne powder [called] ‘Mommy love dust’”.
I chose to revisit this moment because it was a time when I
felt my design work could be of material harm to my child, my
partner, and myself. This was a critical point in deciding if and how
I would proceed in experimenting with our human milk. Prior to
the particular experiment described, I had tried and failed to solidify
our milk by following the same recipe used to turn cow’s milk into
casein plastic. This process only involved adding vinegar to heated
milk, which are ingredients I feel familiar and thus comfortable in
handling at home. In response to that failure, I had purchased what
is referred to as “breastmilk preserving powder” online through
the craft website Etsy [54], and which I had originally hoped to
avoid because the ingredients are not disclosed. If the ingredients
are toxic to a human, I did not want my child to be fddling with
the fnal result as possible beads on necklace. I had previously used
a small “dose” (i.e. one packet) of the powder as a test to see if it
would successfully solidify our milk, and it did. Both the frst and
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Figure 3: Images of a frst performative text that revisits a time when I used a chemical agent purchased online to preserve
and solidify our milk at home.
this second time, I checked with my partner regarding his thoughts
and he also expressed concern with not knowing the ingredients
and if they might contaminate our kitchenware. We wondered,
“What about the pot? That’s our water heating pot”, but reasoned
that stainless steel is supposed to be the least chemically reactive
material in cookware, and since the powder was bought from a
craft website, perhaps it would be okay to use. During this second
time, the process resulted in emotional distress as I noticed in panic
that it’s smoking and fuck this smells! My fear of harmful toxins
to all of our bodies seemed to be true because they were being
distributed throughout the air.
In verbally performing the text, there was an immediate hesitation that was in contrast to a promising frst action: I open the
envelope containing “magic powder”. My performance of the frst
page felt as dense as the text looks: as if I wanted to avoid the remainder of the actions by describing the details I know to be “true”
and “safe”, yet also perhaps knowing more than I claim. That is, I
have no idea how magic powder works but already knowing this
will be my last time using it too. There is a clear recognition that I
should be avoiding the unknown promise of it’s magic as possibly
being chemically harmful to us, yet also a recognition that it is also
unknown how long she will breastfeed. It possibly being my last
time doing this experiment and risking material harm is situated
within a competing desire to preserve our precious experiences of
breastfeeding through the solidifcation of milk, whether she should
or shouldn’t need to touch it. The composition of the text radically
shifts on the second page in the four steps given by the instructions.
My bracketed thoughts, although relatively few words, occupy most
of the page as they are spatially distributed and written in various
directions. The visual rhythm disperses how I read the text aloud as
there is not a clear fow between words to form a linear narration.
This placement of text accentuates unclear beginnings and unclear

endings of when and where material harm might take place despite
the setting of boundaries by establishing what people and objects
are physically present in my experimenting. While both my child
and partner were not present to breathe in the smoke, my subsequent panic and regret was situated in not knowing how maybe it
will linger in the air or be materially shared with her in subsequent
milk production by me despite my attempts to don’t breathe, hold,
or breathe over there. In this critical moment, I did decide that I will
continue experimenting with our milk, but with less focus on the
particular milk and how I might materially transform it through
unknown ingredients. Instead, I decided that I will attend more to
what makes it “ours”. This might include collaborating together in
spaces and with materials that could lead to the preciousness that I
also desire in making fddling necklaces.

3.2

A Second Performative Text

The second performative text revisits two diferent encounters
during the same academic event. The pages of my sketchbook are
vertically divided in half to visually illustrate the encounters as
being separate yet related at a critical moment. On the left side is
the frst encounter, and on the right side is the second encounter
that occurred soon afterwards. What can be considered the top
page is a description of the scene that includes who is present
and the intended topic within the broader event (Figure 4a). Gaps
in the text indicate verbal conversation that took place, which is
written underneath on the subsequent, bottom page (Figure 4b.
These pieces of dialogue are accessed by a “window” cut into the
top page, whereby each encounter can be folded back to reveal
the dialogues individually or together. Following two performative
readings of the text and associated highlighting of key words and
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Figure 4: Images of a second performative text that revisits two diferent encounters during the same academic event during
which I didn’t feel good about sharing my breastfeeding experiences as research.
phrases, I also digitally obscured some of the text via a blur efect to
preserve anonymity of people other than myself who were present.
I chose to revisit these encounters because they were a time
during which I didn’t feel good about sharing my breastfeeding
experiences as research, and more specifcally, I felt emotional
discomfort towards my own well-being. This was a critical moment
in deciding if I would continue writing and submit a particular
paper. In the frst encounter, a small group of researchers were
discussing something else, yet the focus transitions to the beginning
of the end for me upon being asked an unrelated question about
breastfeeding. I felt angry regarding the formulation and what I
perceived to be the irrelevance of the question. I quickly replied
and turned back the conversation toward the topic that was meant
to be. In the subsequent other encounter, I was meeting alone with
a researcher who was present at the frst encounter, yet this time
to knowingly discuss a paper I was writing on breastfeeding. We
briefy recounted the previous interaction and then upon turning
to my paper I received the following feedback: “I don’t think you
are saying what you really want to say.” It was further suggested
that I should hold of on writing the paper. In relation to the frst
encounter still fresh on my mind, I began to think more critically
about what particular details of experiences I wanted to keep closed
and what I wanted to open for external engagement, and how this
delineation was surprisingly unfnished and messy to myself.
In verbally performing the text, rather then reading the dialogues
as built into the descriptions, I read the descriptions and then the
dialogues. My performance accentuated the separation of scene
and conversation in the composition of the text, and an associated
vulnerability in not knowing when or where I might be asked a
challenging question that I am not emotionally prepared to answer.

Placing the encounters side-by-side accentuates that even through
setting boundaries between what is shared and not shared to guide
research engagement and hopefully avoid my own emotional harm,
there remains an uncertainty in what questions or comments might
fll situational gaps. Yet the window highlights that even unanticipated openings can be closed as what is obscured now might be
opened later. At this critical moment, I instead decided to proceed
with submitting a revised version of the paper in question, but
also decided that although I might not later be able to un-share
this work, I can continue to assess within what conversations I
participate and how.

3.3

A Third Performative Text

The third performative text revisits when I received reviews for a
publication on my three breastfeeding explorations and was asked
to add a content warning to my paper and an associated video
presentation. This single page of text in Figure 5 is series of lines
that alternate between what I perceive as neutral or mostly positive
about the moment, and parts of the moment that troubles me. The
positive aspects include receiving reviews that indicate acceptance,
recognize that the design work in the publication is from care and
love, and indicate that my voice on the topic should be heard. The
negative aspects include the notion of the “content warning” itself,
my struggle in understanding what it clarifes, and my worry in
how my child will interpret it in the future. The page is folded so
that the lines form an accordion whereby the positive aspects can
be read with the negative ones hidden. The negative ones can also
be read alone, but it is more difcult as the direction of the folds is
meant to obscure them as opposed to the others.
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Figure 5: Images of a third performative text that revisits when I received reviews for a publication on my breastfeeding
experiences and was asked to add a content warning to my paper and an associated video presentation.
I chose to revisit this moment because I felt (and continue to
feel) conficted in adding the content warning at the beginning
of my paper and the video presentation of the paper, and unsure
whether I should continue to include it in subsequent research
dissemination. The motivation behind it was that sketches of a
fddling necklace depicting a fake breast could be triggering for
readers. More specifcally, representations of human body parts
might provoke histories of severe physical injury across societies.
This potential association itself opened new relations of harm that
I had not considered regarding how my work might be received by
academic audiences. Yet I was also troubled by what the label itself
represents in positioning my intent and in the future if my child
will wonder why I positioned my work in this way. In this moment,
I felt ashamed at resenting the warning and wanting to hide my
resentment.
In performing the text, I wasn’t sure how to proceed from the
three options presented: hold fat as in Figure 5a, read the top layer
frst and then the bottom as in Figure 5b, or read the bottom frst
and then the top as in Figure 5c. These folds in the text seemed to
represent divisions between dealing with the present and speculating about the future, and navigating unknown relations between
an academic community and my child. But there is also a possible
peaking and a possible reading in between the lines due to the folds,
which though can hide content, also hint at something not being
said that perhaps wants to be. For example, my frustration at censoring something by saying too much by adding a content warning.
Or, the folds perhaps reveal all that is being said amid some lines
being granted a more prominent position near the beginning, such
as my “real” intent not to trigger but to share my breastfeeding
experiences. At this critical moment, I consented to the content
warning for the publication and associated video in expecting that

one day she will hear my voice on paper and in person, and it be
okay.

4

DISCUSSION OF A SPECULATIVE ETHICS

María Puig de la Bellacasa describes a “speculative ethics” as pointing to an ethics of care as “a hands-on, ongoing process of recreation of ‘as well as possible’ relations and therefore one that
requires a speculative opening about what a possible involves [61]”.
It understands ethics as thick and wicked in challenging normative
moral obligations and rigid defnitions of “well” that exclude the
existence of many. It invokes speculation as an ongoing imagining
of otherwise rather than seeking refuge in doing more of the same.
It is from this perspective that I discuss the three performative texts
as a speculative ethics: the following is meant to raise questions
and welcome responses regarding how HCI might consider how to
design and research with one’s own bodily fuids.

4.1

Unsafe Spaces

This refection relates to the frst performative text about the potential material harm to myself and my family in preserving our
milk with “magic powder”. As illustrated in the text itself and its
revisiting in this paper, I attempted to create what might be called
a “safe space” by conducting the experiment alone without the
physical presence of my child and my partner. Although I might
have been alone during that particular moment, my kitchen is a
space that is frequently visited and used by other people at other
times. Thus, the potential harm is not isolated to that moment of
experimentation as materials linger and travel, and are not limited
to those that a human can see, touch, or contain. This includes
potential harm to other people later being in our kitchen. It also
includes breasts such as mine that collect chemicals absorbed by
the human body through the breathing of microscopic particles,
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which can be transferred to another human via breastfeeding [71].
My fear of breathing in and out after the magic powder began to
smoke and smell, signals not just harm to me or the fuids being
designed with, but also those that are still in production. From this
incident, I refected upon all the chemicals that I materially breathe
and interact with (seen and unseen) as I move between spaces, and
not only when I am doing an “act” of research.
While it might be argued that this expresses a need for more
isolated or “safe spaces” for bodily fuids to be designed within to
prevent material harm to human bodies, such as through air vents
and purifers; I argue instead that perhaps less consideration should
be given to making more restrictions, and more consideration given
to how the experiences of spaces inform how meaning is made in
designing with bodily fuids. For example, all of my designing with
milk has taken place at home because those are the spaces that I
share with my family and feel most comfortable in understanding
my lived realities of breastfeeding and engaging with our milk. Yet
also, bodily fuids such as human milk are not only experienced by
humans in the spaces that they are designed with or studied. They
continuously travel, absorb, transform, and perform as biological
and social materials. Examples of this include all the other chemicals
that a person encounters as human bodies travel between places,
the potential lingering of magic powder that might be absorbed later
by myself or others, and the discussing of experiences with bodily
fuids as exemplifed by the second performative text. Potentially
separating research spaces from all the other everyday places of
breastfeeding risks neglecting the people, contexts, and materials
that our milk and our bodies interact with as we move between
and across spaces.
While I will not use magic powder again and regret doing so in
the moment presented, I see my discomfort as a call for support in
designing within the everyday “unsafe spaces” that acknowledge
the entangled material relationships between bodies and places as
fuid and trans-corporeal [5]. This call is particularly relevant in
light of working from home that might be necessitated by COVID19 restrictions, family responsibilities, or in my situation, an intimate design material. It recognizes the situatedness of designing,
and in particular, designing with one’s own bodily fuids or other
materials that might be personal or leaky. As previously described
in the overview of my design process of engaging with our milk, it
has been expressed at work to be brought home for consumption
by my child and to be made into fddling necklaces. Thus, “unsafe”
acknowledges that spaces of experience and exploration are not isolated from one another, and supporting such research also involves
considering a transferring between contexts.

4.2

Situated Escapes

This refection relates to the second performative text of a moment
of discomfort regarding my own emotional well-being in sharing
my breastfeeding experiences as research. The performance accentuates uncertainty of potential encounters that are a result of
sharing my research: how sharing intends to build new relations
that open for even more uncertainty and potential vulnerability.
To share or not to share is not an isolated moment of engagement.
In addition to the potential ongoing emotional labor that might
result [7], there is an additional tension within wanting research
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to spread and make impact, and yet not knowing the reach of its
impact. My feelings of discomfort were (and still are) heightened by
unknown rhythms and temporalities of breastfeeding through milk
as agentic matter [11]. This understands breastfeeding as a process
that cannot be fully controlled, and that is constantly changing and
in fux. I do not know how long I will have access to our milk as a
design material. While I want to share my experiences while they
feel as if they are “being lived”, I simultaneously do not know when
they will feel expired.
Within such uncertainties, I am expected to make research decisions that align with expectations of my progress as a PhD student in Sweden. This includes departmental milestones that order
changes in my salary and publishing calls that guide opportunities
for dissemination, such as writing for a conference as described in
the second performative text. While these can be helpful in providing structure to a PhD education, they might also be difcult
to align with the uncertainty of bodily processes or the potential
for research sentiments to change. It can be difcult to opt out
after initially consenting. In addition to the second performative
text, this can also be seen in subsequent design decisions to the
frst performative text from which I realized that it might not be
possible for me to solidify and preserve our human milk. This is
primarily due to my desire to avoid “magic powder”, unless I fnd
an alternative approach, and a reconsidering of my design intent
relative to our current breastfeeding experiences. This can also be
seen in the third performative text whereby after agreeing to and
following through with the content warning, I now question if and
how I should proceed with it.
This calls for additional support in autobiographic research and
beyond in sharing difcult felt experiences, such as those that might
relate to designing with bodily fuids, and how to support situated
escapes that allow for pausing, abandoning, and altering research
plans. In particular, designing within my breastfeeding relationship
has been inseparable from bodily transformations and changes that
include conficting emotions and desires regarding how I feel about
breastfeeding and how I feel about sharing breastfeeding. Decisions
such as whether to publish and what to specifcally publish about
have been deeply informed by not knowing how long I will have
access to our milk and whether I feel good sharing right now. Such
uncertainties are integral in designing with one’s own bodily fuids. This necessitates recognizing temporalities of bodily fuids and
their felt impact on research decisions that might warrant situated
escapes. More broadly, this calls for an ethics that considers windows of opportunity within how experiences are both open and
closed, with or without human intention.

4.3

Censored Inclusion

This refection relates to the third performative text in which I
felt uncomfortable at being asked to add a content warning at the
beginning of an accepted publication about breastfeeding [37]. As
described, in assessing the potential benefts and harms of the warning, I tried to separate between the two audiences I was considering
(i.e. academic community and my child) and the related temporalities of when the warning might read (i.e. in the present by others
and in the future by her). As performed, I struggled with these divisions as they cannot be so cleanly delineated or compared. From my
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privileges, I am not in a position to speculate or fully understand
the diverse possibilities of how my work might be misread, or even
interpreted as intended within its full academic context, and still
give rise to feelings of discomfort or harm for people external to
my family. This might happen now or later. Yet as I reasoned for
that publication and my child’s potential later interpretations of it,
I anticipate opportunities to discuss them in person with her.
In navigating this moment, I considered the content warning
a form of censorship that aimed to guide potential readings of it
through a label that I found triggering. This was due to it implying
that my work might not be from care and love, and from what
I perceived to be a confusing formulation of “representations of
human body parts”. In these ways, the warning has an agency to
not only guide or limit interpretations, but also create new ones. I
wondered, what is it about my work that renders it not from care
and love? Is it that the designs were motivated by physical and
social frustrations of breastfeeding that run counter to expectations
of mothering? And, what is it about my work that is triggering in
relation to a vast range of representations of human body parts in
HCI research? That mine are being worn and honored in perhaps a
clear political statement? These are not unique to my research [17],
and also in contradiction with the subsequent honor my publication being discussed received for diversity and inclusion. I see this
tension as inseparable from striving to operate within disciplinary
expectations, such as unwaveringly committing to research and
being steered by publication opportunities as in the second performative text, yet also not feeling good about being rewarded for such
obedience. It prompts considering what work content warnings do
beyond protecting potential readers.
Despite my discomfort, I am not advocating against content
warnings or restrictions altogether, I am instead questioning when,
where, and how they are put into practice in academic dissemination. This includes how they might draw attention to or away from
particular content. For example, Pendse et al. [57] integrate bold
CW tags throughout their paper prior to quotes that have graphic
descriptions of suicide or self-harm. This approach is straightforward in isolating specifc content while allowing for the majority
of the publication to remain accessible to all readers. In contrast,
Fox et al. [26] integrate a warning as part of the packaging design
for a speculative catalog on menstruation practices. Their approach
is partially in response to feedback and also deliberately critical of
menstruation as taboo through its graphical implementation.
I call for further considering of alternative forms and creative
practices that extend to intimate topics that explicitly engage with
an intimate questioning of one’s self such as through bodily fuids.
For example, an important learning for myself during a review
process was in regards to the etymology of the word “nursing” that
comes from histories of forced wet-nursing practices. This was a
moment in which I felt grateful for the knowledge and request to
remove this word as an alternative to “breastfeeding” in general,
which I did and continue to do unless in reference to its history.
While this might be seen to grant language more power than it
deserves [8], I see it as mattering in contesting how privileged forms
of breastfeeding are often rendered more visible and more “real”
[46]. I also see this as illustrating a potential care for words as often
seen in feminist theory [e.g. 3, 34] that does not necessary bar or
suppress them, but opens them for engagements with past, present,
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and future relations. Moving forward, I wonder in what other ways,
such as in the aforementioned mentioned examples [26, 57], citation
practices [4], or lingering questions [39], that HCI might welcome
an ethics of encouraging relations in which censorship is not about
exclusion, and instead about lively inclusion.

5

AN OPENING

In this essay I have speculated on ethical possibilities for HCI regarding designing with a researcher’s own bodily fuids. This has
been through a performative engagement with moments of discomfort and harm within a sharing of my breastfeeding experiences and
our milk as a design material. In performing these texts through
written and spoken words, I have engaged with hesitations, doubts,
grief, and vulnerability as an ongoing practice of speculation. This
keeps open how I might care for conficting responsibilities and relations inherent to a corporeal generosity [18] of gifting oneself as an
opening to others. An intimate engagement with the self as socially
and materially entangled aims to situate my subjective standpoint
in knowledge production and contribute towards understandings
of more-than-human agencies in HCI.
The performative texts presented have been helpful and therapeutic in navigating entanglements between personal and research
decisions. This edge also illustrates a boundary between situated
and medical ethics in designing with bodily fuids within informal
or formal health care. While I am hesitant to support the medicalization of breastfeeding or human milk because of how it has
historically contributed to a "non-choice" for mothers in infant feeding [45], I do aim for my approach to contribute towards a feminist
perspective of medical ethics in designing with bodily fuids. This
includes cultivating ways to consider autonomy as relational in
making and supporting design decisions in caring for health and
well-being, and to refect upon disciplinary structures in design
that regulate situated and felt experiences.
The performative texts themselves have also been emotionally
exhausting and not without careful consideration in sharing them.
As such, I have intentionally not created or shared performative
texts about some moments. In addition to my privileges as a breastfeeding parent, I am also privileged by supportive research mentors
and colleagues who care with me in these moments. This is important in highlighting the personal and professional structures that
are inseparable from my breastfeeding experiences and the three
performative texts as research. And while I ofer performative texts
as a contribution for researchers navigating an intimate engagement with the self within broader research aims to decenter the
human, I also propose them as valuable without a sharing beyond
oneself or in research dissemination. In this way, they cannot be
separated from my hopeful openings for HCI to consider possibilities of unsafe spaces, situated escapes, and censored inclusion
within an ethics of care.
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